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BodyCraft X4 4-station tower  
 

The X4 4-station tower from Bodycraft with
4 weight magazines offers training options
for up to four people at the same time.
Suitable for home and light institutional
use such as hotels, corporate fitness,
schools or physiotherapies.

 CHF 5'990.00  
      

      

Equipment:

Bench press lever with different grip positions with adjustment of the angle of movement for
pushing and pulling exercises (bench press, incline bench press, shoulder press or seated rowing
with upper body supported).
Seated leg extension and standing leg curl.
Medium cable pull for a variety of exercises such as abdominal crunches.
Variably adjustable backrest for optimum exercise performance and support of the lower back.
Patented, 10-way adjustable butterfly arms turn the BodyCraft X4 into an innovative cable pulley
station that enables sport-specific exercises or exercises for rehabilitation training.
Upper cable pulley for a variety of upper body exercises such as lat pulldown, triceps or cosso
exercises.
Leg press
25-position height-adjustable pulley with double pulleys for a variety of exercises (abdominal
crunch, pulling exercises, abductors, adductors, hip and gluteal muscles, calf raises,
standing/sitting bicep curl, seated rowing, standing neck pull)
Sturdy frame construction
plastic-coated steel cables
easily adjustable backrest for individual adjustment for chest, shoulder and rowing training
adjustment units color-coded
high-quality foam padding with vinyl cover
weight magazine cover
4 x 95kg weight magazines
Frame color: diamond grey
Upholstery color: black
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Target price CHF 6'999.--

Application: Home to light institutional use, payload: approx. 250kg
Equipment dimensions: L278 x B238 x H212cm, weight approx. 450kg
Accessories: Lat bar, tricep bar, 2 hand straps, exercise poster
Warranty: 3 years on labor and spare parts (excluding consumables, transport and installation)
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